Establishing factors of building vulnerability towards tsunami hazard
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Abstract. The objective of this article is to establish the attributes (factors) of building vulnerability towards tsunami hazard, particularly for areas in Padang, Indonesia, as well as those areas with the same characteristics. Within this framework, this study informs the progress towards a more systematic approach to factor development for a Relative Vulnerability Index (RVI) score for assessing the building vulnerability towards tsunami hazard. The RVI score is used to predict tsunami risk zones on building vulnerability. The analysis was conducted to develop the factors that influence the building vulnerability. Developing factors of the building vulnerability to tsunami hazard is a key aspect for assessing the RVI, as their result may misguide local decision-makers to act adequately concerning the local risk if they are based on an inappropriate set of factors. These factors were classified under three distinct groups: 1) internal factors; 2) external factors and 3) water inundation factor. The selection of factors are based on the building and the location characteristics. Therefore, the factors that may influence the risk were listed. Based on the kinds of literature and opinion of practitioners/experts, several imperative factors that affect the risk were identified and studied. The factors were tabulated and were sorted from highest to lowest numbers. Based on the tabulation of these factors, the summary of analysis results for internal factors are: construction material; the number of stories; foundation type; date of the building; preservation condition; ground floor hydrodynamic; shape and orientation of the building. Furthermore, based on the tabulation results for external data factors and tsunami inundation factor, the external factors are: movable object; building row; height of concrete fence; natural barrier; distance from the coastline; distance from the river; obstacle islands and gap between building attributes and water inundation factor is tsunami inundation depth.
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1 Background

There are many countries in this world that are located within the areas where the tectonic plates are active. Most of these coastal areas are vulnerable to tsunamis. When tsunami occurs, the forces released are in the form of hydrodynamic pressure, erosion (scouring), buoyancy, as well as the effect by objects and debris carried by the water [29].

Padang being a populous area, is very vulnerable to earthquakes and tsunamis because the region is near a seismic source in Mentawai Islands. The city is located on the west coast of Sumatra Island. It faces the open Indian Ocean. The Mentawai Islands is part of the territorial sea. The city has also five large rivers including Batang Kuranji, Batang Air Dingin, Batang Logam, Batang Kandis and Batang Tarung. The rivers run through Padang to the sea.

Honesti et al., in 2015 [18] investigated Pasir Jambak and Ulak Karang sub-districts in Padang. These two sub-districts are located at 0.860-0.864 south latitude and 100.328-100.345 east longitude for Pasir Jambak and at 0.912-0.915 south latitude and 100.354 east longitude for Ulak Karang. They face with the Islands of Mentawai. The characteristics of two coasts are low-lying area and sandy beach. Those types also extend along the coast of Padang. The highest tsunami water inundation generally occurs in sandy coast [52]. The communities of Pasir Jambak and Ulak Karang have densely populated areas and different kind of buildings.

Because most inhabitants subsist in this sub-districts and along the shore of Padang, many community activities and public services are available, such as Bung Hatta University, Padang State University, Markets, and Schools. These coasts are very vulnerable to seismic and tsunamis, causing extensive vulnerability to the buildings, infrastructures, and facilities.

The problem in assessing the building vulnerability to tsunami hazard occurs in Padang, as some of the existing parameters or attributes for assessing the risk are not suitable to be applied. This is mainly due to the fact that there are uncertainties of attributes in the models for the building vulnerability as well as the physical area characteristics of West Sumatra, Indonesia. To improve the attributes, the factors of building vulnerability towards tsunami hazard were developed.

The suite of attributes, which are reported influencing the damage degree or protection towards tsunami inundation for individual buildings and structures, were identified by Papathoma (2003) [37] based on an analysis of the survey of multiple post-tsunami field. These attributes were grouped into some major classes or classifications: built environment, sociological data, economic data, and environmental/physical data and variations in the degree or range of these attributes were identified together with a vulnerability indicator for each attribute. Dominey-Howes in 2007 [14] have established the PTVA model. They develop the original model by validating the characteristic of water in the fields. Then, in 2009 Dall’Osso et al. [10] have established the Papathoma Tsunami Vulnerability Assessment (PTVA-3) model, an improved version that takes count of understanding factors that influence the vulnerability of building and use the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for weighting the various factors.

The aim of this study is to analyze the attributes (factors) for estimation of Relative Vulnerability Index (RVI) scores for building vulnerability towards tsunami hazard. These investigations can be useful to provide the factors, based on the characteristics of the buildings and specific geographical features of the area. Such characteristics are very important for RVI scores of the risk. Here, RVI scores are used to predict tsunami risk zones on building vulnerability.

2 Methods

In this study, the factors of building vulnerability towards tsunami hazard were applied to inside and outside of each building. The factors referred to the building condition called internal factors, out of the building condition called external factors and water (tsunami) inundation factor.

To provide the attributes or factors, the following methodological steps are undertaken:

1. Identification of factors that affect the vulnerability of the building. The factors were modified by inserting some vulnerability factors of building depending on the characteristics of the buildings and the specific geographical features of Padang. As an investigation for the building vulnerability, this study established the building vulnerability factors based on internal and external factors and water inundation factor. Characteristics of the chosen factors were also developed from the PTVA-3 model as well as a number of literature by experts in the field. For example, some experts stated that the existence of a barrier island, distance from the river, gaps between buildings and distance from the shoreline affect the building vulnerability towards tsunami effects.

2. Tabulation data for vulnerability factors within the inundation zones by finding the most often used by researchers in previous studies.

3. Selection of building vulnerability factors which the most commonly used by researchers.

In the PTVA-3 model, the factors of vulnerability consist of structural vulnerability and water (tsunami) inundation vulnerability. The structural vulnerability is assigned by the building vulnerability factors (BV) and protection factors (Prot). The factors of building vulnerability (BV) include: 1) number of stories; 2) building material; 3) ground floor; 4) foundation; 5) shape and orientation of building; 6) movable object and 7) preservation condition. The factors of protection on the other hand contain 1) building row; 2) natural barrier; 3) seawall height and shape, and 4) brick wall around the building.
The formula of the PTVA-3 model is as follow:

\[ RVI = \frac{2}{3} \times (\text{SV}_1 \_5) + \frac{1}{3} \times (\text{WV}_1 \_5) \]  

where “SV\_1\_5” is the structural vulnerability and “WV\_1\_5” is the water vulnerability [10].

3 Results dan Discussion

Hajar (2006); Jelinek et al. (2009); Dall’Osso and Dominey-Howes (2009); Dall’Osso et al. (2009); Sumaryono (2010); Atillah et al. (2011); Barros et al. (2015) and Sivakumar and Sivagamasundari (2015) [16, 23, 10, 46, 2, 4, 44], have taken the attributes related to the vulnerability of building to tsunamis. Based on the tabulation data, Table 1 depicts the internal factors for building vulnerability.

In detail, IF1 is building materials/construction materials, IF2 is number of floors/number of stories, IF3 is date of built/ building age, IF4 is preservation condition, IF5 is hydrodynamics of r/c/ ground floor hydrodynamic, IF6 is existence of underground floors, IF7 is foundation types/foundation strength, IF8 is occupation form, IF9 is number of utilization units, IF10 is the average number of daily visitor or residents per unit of use and IF11 occupation floating, IF12 is built form plan, IF13 is emerged building height in relation to the wave, IF14 is description of ground floor, IF15 is shape and orientation/ building orientation/building geometry. The tabulation of internal factors for the building vulnerability was identified to provide the highest and lowest numbers, as presented in Table 2.

Table 3 is the tabulation of external factors and water inundation factor for the building vulnerability. The results of external factors and water (tsunami) inundation depth factor from highest to lowest, are presented in Table 3. Moreover in detail, EF1 is distance from the sea/distance to coastline, EF2 is ground elevation, EF3 is row position/ building row, EF4 is movable objects, EF5 is morphology of the flooded area, EF6 is consolidation of geologic materials, EF7 is average slope (°), EF8 is use and land cover, EF9 is the emerged building height in relation to the wave, EF10 is sea defence/ sea wall height and shape, EF11 is natural environment/ natural barrier, EF12 is brick wall around the building, EF13 is tsunami inundation; EF14 is land cover, EF15 is shore morphology, EF16 is distance from the river and EF17 is an obstacle islands.

The existence of an obstacle Island needs to be considered in order to determine the building vulnerability. Here, Khasanah et al., 2014 [26] stated that an island barrier is effective in reducing tsunami energy. Gap between buildings which was originally not in the tabulation data has been added as the attribute which is closely related to building vulnerability. The gap between buildings reduces the impact of a tsunami as it hampers the tsunami energy [3, 6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Tabulation of internal building factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Author</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sivakumar et al. (2015)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Barros et al. (2015)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atillah et al. (2011)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sumaryono (2010)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dall’Osso et al. (2009)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jelinek et al. (2009)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hajar, M (2006)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Total internal factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internal Factors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Building material/construction material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Number of floors/number of stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Foundations type/foundation strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Date of built/building age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Preservations conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Shape and orientation/ building orientation/building geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Ground floor hydrodynamic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following is the list of factors that were also investigated for internal factors of building vulnerability:

1. **Construction materials**

   The appropriateness of a particular building material can never be underestimated. The local context plays a significant role in determining whether a specific building material is sustainable or otherwise. For example, compressed earth blocks (CEB) may be appropriate in one setting but not in another, depending on the availability of soil of acceptable quality. The quarry of soil must also not jeopardize ecologically sensitive areas, agricultural lands or other livelihood sources [47].

   The closeness of Sumatra to major fault zones near the ocean – Australia indicates that the zone is extremely vulnerable to the effects of earthquakes and following tsunamis. The dwellings in the traditional rural housing schemes in Sumatra have mainly been constructed using timber, particularly in the rural and the more remote areas. In coeval Aceh, there is an option for using bricks as the principal construction material. In such a condition, wood materials using non-stiff connection is most suitable. In towny and subrub regions, however, there has been a significant transformation to the use of masonry as the primary construction material, with timber primarily being used for frames of roof, casement and door and floors. Even though wood can be denied to be more suitable climatically and more reactive to the general circumstances of quakes, there is an intense society comprehension that a masonry dwelling is more persistent and needs less preservation. Construction with masonry is also apprehended as “contemporary” or as a symbol of social position and fortune. Building construction team needs to be conscious, of this modern perception, especially where option building materials are being promoted. The recognition of aluminium and steel for roof joining and doors and frames of the window can give an option to wood [47].

   The greater number of buildings that collapsed in Banda Aceh and Meulaboh are non-engineered construction containing two types. The first type is of one or two stories buildings made of burnt brick confined masonry using sand and portland cement mortar. The roof mostly consists of galvanized iron sheets. All those buildings used RC “practical” columns and beams as confinement. The second type is of timber construction consisting of a timber frame as well as timber planks walls, and in most cases use galvanized iron sheets as the roof [8].

   The main construction material categories of a building influence the levels of building vulnerability. The observation in the field on building materials was implemented based on four categories: namely wood, wood + concrete, traditional brick, reinforced concrete with the brick infill walls, and concrete + steel. The levels of damage to buildings were found principally related to the construction type [37, 14, 12, 15, 31, 40, 41]. In observational studies, it was found that the most resistant structures are made from reinforced concrete and double or single bricks.

### Table 3. External building factors and water (tsunami) inundation factor tabulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>External Factors (IF)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sivakumar et al. (2015)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barros et al. (2015)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atillah et al. (2011)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumaryono (2010)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dall’Osso et al. (2009)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dall’Osso et al. (2009)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jelink et al. (2009)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hajar, M (2006)</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>4 2 3 4 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 2 7 1 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Total external and tsunami flow depth factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>External factors</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tsunami inundation</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Distance from sea/distance to coastline</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Movable object</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Natural environment/ natural barrier</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Row position/ building row</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sea defence/ sea wall height and shape</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ground elevation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Morphology of the flooded area</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Brick wall around the building</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Distance from the river</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Obstacle islands</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Matsutomi et al. (2010) [31] identified that timber buildings and construction in Japan earthquakes will be absolutely damaged at a shuffle force from 9.7 to 17.6 kPa/m, which conforms with an tsunami water depth of 2 m and a velocity of 2.9 m/s. For stone and brick buildings, the thresholds lie at 118-215 kPa/m, or 7 m tsunami water depth and 5.5 m/s velocity successively. It can be seen that the differences may not only occur between countries, but also the different regions within a country such as New Zealand. In order to apply this loading approach, one would have to define a typical house for each category. However, due to variations in construction methods and techniques, quality of workmanship, ignorance of building codes and standards, deterioration, etc., most buildings, even of the same type and material, will have different strengths. Ideally, this approach should quantify the range of strengths that similar sorts of buildings could withstand. This would explain part of the uncertainty encompassed in the fragility functions.

2. Number of stories
Multistory hotel buildings that are built on a concrete frame and/or steel structures, and meet the seismic standard and building codes are the potential locations to be a vertical tsunami evacuation building. As a vertical evacuation building, the hotel structure must not only withstand the preceding earthquake with minimal damage and remain functional but also has to withstand the tsunami wave and debris it carried. Therefore, it is important to first assess the hotel structure to be sure that it can serve as an evacuation building. Commonly the third floor and above of an evacuation building can be considered as a safe place for refuge, however, it is also dependent on the estimated tsunami inundation depth of the area [48].

Given the uncertainty involved in tsunami modeling and estimation, if the first story height is set unconservatively low, the water run-up could potentially exceed the first story height, wash away the contents in the second story, and pose buoyancy and hydrodynamic uplift force on the 2nd floor concrete slab, as well as the excess moments on the column structures. Thus, the design team must exercise care to properly set the height for the first story [37]. Almost none of the people’s housing, of one to two story masonry buildings that have collapsed during the shaking, even though some had cracks in the walls. The destruction was caused by tsunami forces (Boen, 2005) [8]. The multi-storey buildings need more resistant load as compared to single-storey buildings due to the fact that the scores of building are calculated based on the factor of load-bearing capacity [37, 12, 14, 40].

3. Foundation types
The observation on the field towards foundation was carried out in order to obtain the foundation types of the building. Buildings with deep foundations can withstand more effectively the scouring effect of the tsunami inundation and can resist the impact of tsunami, but shallow foundations endure the heaviest levels of damage [37, 12, 14, 40].

4. Date of building
Post-tsunami surveys have shown that many of the old buildings have collapsed during the tsunami [10, 46].

5. Preservation condition
Rearing and caring for a building are associated with the safety, health, comfort, and ease of a building (Indonesia, 2008) [21]. Hot, damp, tropical conditions, or alternating dry and rainy weather, combine with the constant threat of insects, industrial pollution, and a low level of building maintenance creates serious environmental challenges to the preservation of these holdings (Beck, 1999) [5]. Both public and private owners have come to realize the economic benefits of preservation. Savings in costs, materials, and energy in the adaptive reuse or preservation of existing buildings are significant. In adaptive reuse projects, the cost per square foot can be substantially less than that of a new construction. In addition, both the energy and the natural resources can be saved by reusing existing structures rather than manufacturing, delivering, and constructing buildings with new materials [1]. A building a poor state of preservation usually is expected to suffer heavier damage, especially if there are structural failures [14, 40].

6. Ground floor hydrodynamics
The structural columns of a building must be vertical, must be constructed before the wall construction, must be made in one part, and must be integrally connected to the foundation [49]. The lowest story should be an open space on the ground floor to allow for water and debris passage. Or, the lowest floor may be designed to be sacrificial, such as with breakaway walls. The elevation of the bottom of the second story should be higher than the anticipated tsunami inundation elevation [39].

Based on the investigations of the effects of the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami on buildings in Thailand, it was found that buildings with an open plan ground floor and/or open-breakable (such as windows, doors) are less vulnerable to the impacts of waves, allowing the wave to pass through the ground floor and this absolutely minimizes the structural failure [12]. Based on the field survey on the condition of ground floor, it was found that they can be categorized into five levels; namely the: not-opened plan, not-opened but many windows; 50% opened-plan; opened plan & windows and opened plan.

7. Shape and orientation of the building
Following the 2004 tsunami, it was found in many field surveys that buildings which have specific shapes (e.g., hexagonal, triangular, rounded, etc.) endure lighter failures than those long rectangular or "L" shaped buildings whose main wall is oriented perpendicular to the direction of flow [50, 14]. In this study, the building orientation was identified by the image of the satellite from the longest side of each building and the observation of the building orientation towards the coastlines. Consequently, the buildings which are
oriented parallel to the direction of coastlines are more in danger than the buildings which are oriented perpendicular towards the coastlines. During the July 2006 Java tsunami, most of the dwellings in four villages, namely the Ciliang, Cicembulan, Wonoharjo and Pananjung, have been severely damaged, with a big number of casualties and injuries, and this is believed to have been attributed to the fact that the building clusters were laid out parallel, rather than perpendicular to the beach [40].

The list of the attributes was needed to develop the external factors for building vulnerability as shown below:

1. **Movable objects**
   The losses of some movable and unmovable objects increase even after the physical hazard process reaches to an end if the relief actions are not immediate and efficient [43, 45, 28]. During the inundation of a tsunami, movable objects, such as cars, debris, boats, and even trucks, will be dragged around by the flowing water and pushed against buildings and constructions, causing severe structural damage [37, 12, 37, 40].

2. **Building row**
   Post-tsunami surveys have shown that buildings located near the coast become more exposed to threats as compared to those which are situated far from the coast. One factor which is also important in the case of the protection of building towards from the pressure of tsunami wave is the number of other structures located between a building and the coastline. After tsunami survey shows that the buildings located in the line near the coast become protection for the buildings which are located more the inland [35, 14, 37].

   The wave of tsunami that hitting the shores carries energy which consists of kinetic energy due to the wave speed and potential energy due to its height. Buildings of the first rank then fully experience the shock wave and help to dampen its energy as it moves to further ranks. Therefore, buildings of the first row are exposed to a greater risk. The other buildings received minor shocks according to their rank from the shore [7].

3. **The Height of concrete fence**
   A fence is used as bulkhead made of wood, bars, bricks or concrete. Generally, a fence is distinguished by the construction strength. In tsunami vulnerability, the concrete fence is a component to protect the buildings for inundation and material carried by tsunamis. In this research building fence are grouped in three types; namely concrete wall, concrete wall modification, and wood/bamboo or without a fence. The concrete wall with height < 1 meter is included in the modification wall [36].

   After the investigation of concrete masonry garden walls in the Miyagi prefecture that collapsed, it was found that there are several factors that contribute to the fall, namely due to ground deformation; collapse of unreinforced portions of walls due to poor construction; tip-over and collapse due to insufficient anchorage of vertical reinforcing bars into foundations or due to insufficient embedding of the foundation into ground; collapse due to reinforcing bar corrosion; major cracking at lap splice joints along the horizontal top reinforcing bar; and tsunami-induced overturn and collapse. The investigation of a certain district in Natori showed that 16% of the concrete masonry garden walls and many of the non-reinforced stone masonry garden walls have collapsed during the tsunami [26].

   A building which has concrete fence or brick wall, (around the building), will be more protected as compared to the ones that do not have the concrete fence. The risk of building vulnerability depends on the height of the fence [14, 40]. Individual walls located around the building structures (such as garden walls), although not specifically constructed to provide protection from flooding, do offer some protection from flood inundation [14].

4. **Natural barriers**
   One of the most common protection found in studies are the natural barriers, which are referred to as a naturally occurring obstacle to protect buildings from tsunamis. Trees, mountains, deserts and ice fields are among the clearest examples of natural barriers. The existence of a natural barrier in front of the sea such as trees, sand dunes or cliffs etc. reduces the force of a tsunami wave. This attenuation is expressed by a decrease in several wave parameters such as the tsunami height. This phenomenon becomes more important as the barrier height is greater. Therefore, the flooding hazard decreases with the height of a natural barrier, making it one of the most significant protection means [7].

   Coastal forests, with mangrove, sago palm, casuarinas tree and, coconut tree, are known for their natural functions to reduce tsunami force, and it is an alternative solution to overcome the weaknesses of artificial measures [24]. Mangroves tolerated the December 26 tsunami, 2004 waves without showing any apparent damage, therefore, they are considered as the most suitable species to mitigate the effects of mighty tidal waves [25].

5. **The presence of a seawall**
   Seawalls, usually built to protect against storm surges and high tides, can also give protection during a tsunami. Based on the historical records of the 2004 tsunami in Thailand, the building damage was significantly lower in places protected by sea defense [12]. In fact, in places where no sea defense stand (for example, to allow pedestrian access to the coast), damage to buildings was higher. The design of the seawall was also important. In this case, there appeared to be no protective effect from the seawall to the buildings located landward of the wall [12].

6. **Distance from the shoreline**
   Distance from the shoreline is referred to the likely extent of the tsunami inundation. In general, vulnerability becomes higher when shoreline distance decreases. Najihah et al. (2014) [33] classified the distance from the coastline into five categories namely: 0-100 m (Very High), 100-200 (High), 200-300 (Medium), 300-400 (Low) and 400-500 (Very Low)
As part of the measures for the mitigation of tsunami hazard, it is highly recommended for people to avoid building or living in buildings within 200 meters of the high tide coastline. These areas are more likely to experience damage from tsunamis, strong winds, or coastal storms [35].

The tsunami waves with run-up as high as from 5 to 12 m which have once occurred in Aceh, could get into the land to as far as 8 m. Based on the considerations above, this research attempts to classify the distance from the coastline as part of the factors for building vulnerability [17, 18].

7. Distance from the river

As seen from the coastline to the land, many areas near the coast have a high vulnerability to tsunami disaster due to the fact that it is near the river and canal, and the rivers are quite near the coastline. The river near the coastline will increase the velocity from the lunge of tsunami waves, which consequently will endanger the areas near the river.

When a tsunami propagates to the canal, the tsunami causes damage of infrastructure in the coastal area even though it is far away from the shorelines. For example, tsunamis in California passed the flood control channels and entered the mainland to as far as 1.609 square kilometers or more, which occurred at high tide [34].

Tsunami waves arrive first in the shoreline, estuary, and the river. Then, they enter the city through the rivers, canals, or by destroying the settlements in the shores. These different geographical characteristics can be divided into the coastal, riverfront, and inland areas (Hajar, 2006) [16]. Hajar (2006) [16] has divided the distance from the river factor into ten classes. An area which is close to the river is more vulnerable to inundation. Many cities have rivers near their estuaries and many rivers are located facing one another. The condition of the river will cause the area located between the rivers which face one another to have high vulnerability level [17, 18].

The northern part of Padang city has many more rivers as compared to the part in the south. Therefore, the northern part of the city is more vulnerable as compared to the southern part.

8. Obstacle Islands

The obstacle island is one of several attributes (external factor) that could reduce building vulnerability. The factor was derived from a literature review of tsunami histories in several areas in Indonesia, scientific justification, as well as discussions with experts of the tsunami. The existence of obstacle islands acts as barriers for a coastal area and reduces its vulnerability to tsunamis. The existence of obstacle islands needs to be considered to determine the building vulnerability [16].

The distance, form, and size of islands determine the levels of tsunami risk. Nusakambangan Island, a barrier island, decreases the tsunami forces in north Cilacap. The barrier Island is effective in reducing tsunami energy [26]. Based on the tsunami that took place in Flores in 1992, the waves from the northwest of three minutes have hit the northern coast of Sikka. The regions protected by the barrier island were not so severely damaged. In the Flores islands, the barrier island was the one that suffered the most damage when tsunami hazard occurred. The form of this island has caused the trapping of waves to occur. The waves also through went refraction and diffraction [13].

9. Gap between buildings

Rows of similar buildings (houses or dwellings) with space or gaps in between are a common feature in the newly designed residential complex, an approach which was also taken in Aceh in its reconstruction following the tsunami disaster in 2004. In this case, tsunami waves may penetrate the building complex through the gaps whilst at the same time the buildings reflect the waves to create backwater. The gaps perform a significant part in reducing the inundation and therefore generate backwater. Smaller gaps subside more energy of wave forces of tsunami and the obverse buildings may be considered as defense to the rearward buildings. However, smaller gaps create higher backwater which subsequently adds to the drag force on the front buildings. Tsunami force on buildings depends on the surrounding area such as the adjacent buildings. The gaps between buildings have prominent impacts on the contribution of inundation energy/force [6]. The spacing between buildings can consequently reduce the loads on the walls and structure of the building. Therefore it is highly recommended to observe adequate distance between the buildings in the site [3].

The local authority regulation of Simelue, Aceh Province No.6, 2008 on buildings, have stated that free space between residential buildings should be: a) at least 4 m for a different parcels; b) at least 3 m for the same parcels and c) at least ½ building height for residential buildings with the height of more than 8 m. The buildings which are located close to each other will experience heavy damage [17].

5 Conclusion

Compared to the building vulnerability in other researchers, every researcher used the factors/attributes that are different compared to the others. Here, with the result that the writers combined several factors by selecting the factors that contribute greatly to the building vulnerability due to tsunami hazard in Padang, West Sumatra, Indonesia and as well as those locations with the same characteristics.

Based on the result of tabulation and selection of building vulnerability factors in this research, there are some differences of factors used by every expert in the previous researches. This is due to the fact that many factors used have significant influence for building vulnerability, but several factors do not choose because the factors do not influence significantly in an area.

Furthermore, based on the investigation and tabulation of building vulnerability factors, it can be concluded that the three major factors which chosen in this study are: first, 1) construction materials; 2) number
of stories; 3) foundations types; 4) preservation condition; 5) building age; 6) ground floor hydrodynamics; 7) shape and orientation of the building as internal factors, second, 1) movable objects; 2) building row; 3) height of concrete fence; 4) natural barrier; 5) the presence of a seawall; 6) distance from the shoreline; 7) distance from the river; 8) obstacle islands and 9) gap between buildings as external factors and third, tsunami inundation depth as water inundation factor.
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